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Synthesis for sources

In multiple news articles, Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump establish relationship

inequivalence towards the country in reporting and justifying their actions. They both show in

the article that unreliable approaches to politics show differences in investigating credible

information.

Shawna’s main idea in her news article is that unprompted approaches lead to devastating

credibility on the side of Donald Trump. She comments that “Trump has denied the

toilet-flushing allegations as categorically untrue.” She establishes Trump’s credibility is on the

line with these documents. She has found “documents… torn up”. On top of destroying

documents, Trump’s word on these documents' whereabouts can no longer be trusted.

Alana’s main idea in her news article is the irrelevance of falsified information to create a

bias to investigate Trump. Donald Trump highlights that “Hillary Clinton always denied”

falsifying reports. Donald Trump establishes the downpour of the investigation is based on the

word of Hillary Clinton and the Democrats. Alana later reports the Democrats admit to falsifying

information. This establishes the Democrats as unreliable to investigate Trump any further until

further intervention.

To compare these ideas, I believe the relevance of one’s word plays a large role in

representing a campaign as better than another campaign. In both articles, another campaigns’

credibility is demolished based on faulty handling. To contrast them, many documents are used

properly in order for allegations to be investigated by a third party. To contrast these ideas, these



documents are incomprehensible by the news to be established as a bias to be judged based off

the size of the political party.
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